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Introduction
An important field of investigation in Geography is the modelization of the evolution of land cover in view of analyzing the dynamics of this evolution and then to build predictive maps. This analysis is now possible with the increasing performance of the apparatus of measure: sattelite image, aerial photographs, ... Whereas lot of statistical methods are now available for geographical spatial data and implemented in numerous softwares, very few methods have been improved in the context of spatio-temporal data. However there is a need to develop tools for helping environmental management (for instance in view of preventing risks) and national and regional development.
In this paper, we propose to use a polychotomous regression model to modelize and to predict land cover of a given area: we show how to adapt this model in order to take into account the spatial correlation and the temporal evolution of the vegetation indexes. The land cover (map) is presented in the form of pixels, and for each pixel a value (a color) representing a kind of vegetation (from a given nomenclatura): we have several maps for different dates in the past. As a matter of fact the model allows us to predict the value of vegetation for a pixel knowing the values of this pixel and of the pixels in its neigbourhood in the past.
We study data from an area in the Pyrénées mountains (south of France). These data are quite interesting for our purpose since the mediterranean mountains knows from the end of the first half of the 19th century spectacular changes in the land covers. These changes come from the decline of the old agricultural system and the drift from the land.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1.2, we describe more precisely the data. The polychotomous regression model for land cover prediction is presented in section 1.3. We show how to use this model for our problem and define the estimator in 1.4. Application of this model to the data is given in sections 1.5 and 1.6. Among others, we discuss how to choose the different parameters of the model (shape of the neighbourhood of a pixel, value for the smoothing parameter of the model).
Presentation of the data

The area: the Garrotxes
The "Garrotxes" is an aera in the south of France (Pyrénées mountains). More exactly, it is localized in the department (administrative area) of Pyrénées Orientales: see Figure 1 .1 below. The type of agriculture was essentially agropastoral traditional. Then, this area has known lot of changes in the landcover from the 19th century. Whereas agriculture has almost disapeared due to the city migration, the pastoral activity knows an increasing from the eighties. It is important for the near future to manage this pastoral activity by means of different actions on the landcover. For this, the knowledge of the evolution of the landcover is essential.
The data set
The data set consists in a sequence of maps of landcover for the years 1980, 1990 and 2000 . The area we have studied is divided into 40401 pixels (201×201) which is a part of the Garrotxes: each pixel is a square with side of about 18 meters. For each pixel we have Figure 1 .1: Localization of the Garrotxes in the department of Pyrénées Orientales.
• the type of vegetation with 8 types coded from 1 to 8: • several environmental variables :
-distance of roads and villages,
-type of forest management (administrative or not),
-type of area (pastoral or not).
For each pixel, the environmental variables remain unchanged during the period of observation. Figure 1 .2 below shows the land cover of the aera for the year 1980. 
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The multilogit regression model
It is quite usual to modelize a regression problem where the response is categorical by a multiple logistic regression model also known as polychotomous regression model. We refer to Hosmer, Lemeshow (1989) for a description of this model and to Kooperberg, Bose, Stone (1987) for a smooth version of this model. In our context we aim at predicting the type of vegetation for a pixel at date t by the types of vegetation of this pixel and of neighbouring pixels at date t − 1: thus the model takes into account both spatial and temporal aspects. Moreover we will include in the set of explanatory variables environmental variables which does not depend on time. Let us note that we have chosen a time dependence of order 1 since it allows to produce a model not too complex with a reasonable number of parameters to estimate (with respect to the number of observations). Note also that the size and the shape of the neighborhood will be essential (see below for a discussion on this topic).
We give now a more formal description of the polychotomous regression model for our problem. For each pixel i, i = 1, . . . , N , let us note by X i (t) the type of vegetation at time t. We then define for pixel i a neighborhood, that is a set of pixels J i . Our aim is to predict the value X i (t) knowing the value of X j (t − 1), j ∈ J i , and the value of environmental variables for pixel i denoted by
, j ∈ J i } and by V the number of different vegetation types (8 in our case), we will predict X i (t) by an estimation of the quantity arg max
At first let us write 
Now, the polychotomous regression model consists in writting θ(v|D
i (t− 1), Y i ) as θ(v|D i (t − 1), Y i ) = α v + x∈Di(t−1) V l=1 β vl 1 1 [x=l] + K k=1 γ vj Y k i ,where
Penalized log-likelihood estimation
We estimate the vectors of parameters by means of a penalized log-likelihood maximization. The log-likelihood function is given by Kooperberg, Bose, Stone (1987) have shown that introducing a penalization term in the log-likelihhod function may have some computational benefits: it allows numerical stability and guarantees the existence of a finite maximum. Following their idea, we then define the penalized log-likelihood function as
and ǫ is the penalization parameter. For reasonable small values of ǫ, the penalty term would not affect the value of the estimators.
For numerical maximization of the penalized log-likelihood function we use a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
Polychotomous regression in action
As pointed out above the estimators of the parameters of the model will depend on the size and on the shape of the neighborhood for pixels and on the value of the penalization parameter ǫ. For the shape of the neighborhood we choose to keep it as a square centered on the pixel. We have then to choose the (odd) number of pixels for the side of the square and the value of ǫ. The choice has been achieved through two steps namely an estimation step and a validation step described below.
• The estimation step is based on the maps from the years 1980 and 1990: it consists in calculating the estimator δ of δ for several values of the size of the neighborhood and of the penalization parameter ǫ. The computation of δ is achieved by the maximization of the penalized log-likelihood function defined at the previous section.
• For the validation step, we use the map for the year 2000 and compare it with the predicted map for this year using the estimator computed previously in the following way. Once the estimator δ has been computed, we estimate the probability of transition replacing the parameter by its estimator. We then obtain the quantities
At time t + 1 (in this case t + 1 = 2000), we affect the most probable type of vegetation at pixel i, that is the value v which maximizes
We then keep the values of the size of the neighborhood and of ǫ which produces a map with the best percentage of well-predicted pixels (for the year 2000).
Finally we use the values selected in the last step above to produce a map for the year 2010. Concerning the implementation of such a method, all programs are written with the R language (R, 2004); maps and R sources are available on request.
Results and interpretation
To see the accuracy of our porcedure we compare the (real) map for the year 2000 with the predicted map for this year. Figure 1 .3 shows this true map of land cover.
After having used the procedure as described in the previous section, we have selected a squared neighborhood of size 3 pixels and a parameter ǫ equal to 0.1. With these values we produced an estimated map (for the year 2000) shown in figure 1.4. However, we have to compare the position of the vegetation types to look at the accuracy of the procedure. We consider now the percentage of missclassified pixels. The global percentage of missclassified pixels was 27.9 %. This can be seen as a quite good percentage since only 3 dates are available. Also, the performance of such a procedure can be seen by comparing figures 1.3 and 1.4 which show similar global structures. However if we look at the details are unstable in the sense that they are submitted to random effects that our model does not take into account. For instance, into the period of ten years separating two maps a fire can transform deciduous forest into scrubs. This can explain that scrubs is the more dynamic type of vegetation. Moreover, the classification of several types of vegetation is subject to some measure of error: as a matter of fact the frontier between deciduous forests and scrubs is not so easy to determine.
As a conclusion to our study, we have seen that the polychotomous procedure introduced to predict land cover maps has given in a certain sense some quite good results and also has shown some limitations. Stable and frequent vegetation types have been well predicted. In the opposite, results for vegetation types submitted to random changes are not so good. We see several ways to improve further studies for land cover prediction. On the geographical ground, it is important to have closer dates of measures which will lead to have a more precise idea of the dynamics. It is also important to think of defining a precise nomenclatura of vegetations. For the modelization aspects, the polychotomous regression could also be improved for instance by taking different shapes of neighborhood (rectangular, not centered in the pixel that we want to predict or with a size depending of this pixel). We can also think to integrate additional variables in order to modelize effects such as forest fires. Finally we can compare this procedure with other modelizations: this has been done in and in where a Geographic Information System and a neural netwok procedure have been investigated on the same data sets. The third approaches lead to quite similar reults (and similar rates of missclassified pixels). Also the same limitations have been highlighted.
